MAZE INTERIOR AB | WITH OUR LOVE!

NEWS FROM MAZE
GREEN
We love our newest addition to our colour palette which is
a wonderfully hot elegant green that pairs nicely with the
other colours in the Maze colour palette.
Delivery from w. 12, 2014.
Art. no 1322 Bill XS green
Art. no 1607 Bill Floor green
Art. no 1465 Minni Mae Paper green

COPPER (CU)
You get what you pay for. We choose to make our copper alloy in
Sweden wich assures us, and you, that it is fair. We finish with a
clear coat afterwards, to insure the copper color keeps its shine
year after year. LUXURY!
Delivery from week 14, 2014.
Art. no 2000 Hat Rack
Art. no 2002 Shoe Shelf
Art. no 2001 Mitten Shelf
Art no 2005 Crown Hanger
Art no 2006 Branch Hanger
Art no 2001 Now

LEATHERBASKETS
Our leather baskets can be used for everything; jewelry, gloves,
bread, towels or whatever you want. They are made of naturally
tanned leather and durable cotton, hand-sewn in India.
The plant in Chennai was started by Magnus Nyström and the aid
agency SIDA. The factory employs and improve living conditions for
women and men with sewing knowledge and who have a disability
or are from difficult economic conditions.
Availible in three sizes; S, M, L in the colours black and cognac.
Delivery in May, 2014.
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NEWS FROM MAZE
BILL SHOESHELF
It started out as a small item and now it has grown in to what we
consider another great product. Our stunning series Bill has now
come to a floor level item. Louise Hederström have succeeded in
the art of drawing a beautiful shoe rack.
Delivery from week 14, 2014.
Art. no 1442 Bill Shoeshelf vit
Art. no 1471 Bill Shoeshelf svart

MATTE BLACK AND WHITE
In late March, we change the paint job on all our white and
black wire products. We will start to use a fantastic paint
from Jotun wich is scratch resistant and dust-proof.
This also applies to Kite, art no 1519, and art no 1520.
Letter, Lettershelf, Desk Letter, Toot Toot, Castle and
Magbag will continue to be with a shinier surface, as we
find that these do better with a little shine.

BLACK
No one has missed that black is the new white. During the last
three months we have substantially sold more black items than
ever before.
We hang on to the trend and are now making last year’s success,
the fine bedside table Edgy, in black and that we replace the
yellow Letter a lovely night black and makes even smart
Lettershelf in black.
Delivery from week 12, 2014.
Art. no 1416 Edgy svart
Art. no 1387 Letter svart
Art. no 1528 Lettershelf
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